


SPEND MORE TIME ENJOYING YOUR POOL, NOT CLEANING IT.
The Paramount Debris Containment Canister minimizes the time spent maintaining your swimming pool. Working in 

conjunction with Paramount’s optional MDX-R3 or BuzzTop VGB compliant debris removing drain systems, pools 

are cleaner and maintenance is easier. Large debris collected by the MDX-R3 high capacity drain is transported 

into the convenient pool side canister until removal. The easy to remove lid and basket with a capacity 300% larger 

than the average pump basket holds more debris so you don’t have to empty it as often.

Combined with a Paramount in-floor system, the debris containment canister gives you peace of mind that 

your pool will be clean and swim ready year after year with very minimal maintenance. 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Conveniently located pool side for easy access for quick and easy debris removal

  Holds 300% more than most pump baskets

   Pre-filters large debris which keeps the circulation pump free and clear of debris that could restrict water 
flow allowing it to operate more efficiently

  Reduces maintenance and time spent removing debris

  Quick and easy debris removal, no threads, clamps, or seals

  Deck lid available in 3 designer colors  

  White-01 Gray-02 Beige-07

IN-CANISTER MVFUSE SVRS ( OPTIONAL ) 
Add an additional layer of anti-entrapment protection with the patented 

MVFUSE to your existing Paramount Debris Containment Canister. The 

MVFUSE is the only listed magnetic safety vacuum relief system (SVRS) on 

the market. It’s a quick and affordable upgrade to make your pool a safer 

environment for your family, giving you peace of mind.

   Provides an additional layer of safety

   Easy to retrofit to existing canister

   Peace of mind for you

   Affordable upgrade

FROM THE WORLD’S #1 IN-FLOOR
CLEANING SYSTEMS COMPANY



ENHANCES PRESSURE 
SIDE CLEANERS
Contains the large debris allowing the 
cleaner to operate for longer cycles.

ENHANCES IN-FLOOR 
CLEANING SYSTEMS
Efficiently contains any large debris 
for easy deck side removal.

ENHANCES SUCTION 
CLEANERS

*Debris can be delivered directly to the 
canister by suction cleaners allowing 
these cleaners to operate more 
efficiently for longer cleaning cycles.

*When combined with a Paramount Debris Removal Drain.



MADE IN USA

The World’s #1 In-Floor Cleaning Systems Company

295 East Corporate Place, Suite 100

Chandler, Arizona 85225

1.800.621.5886

www.1Paramount.com

Paramount@1Paramount.com

US and Foreign patents and patents pending see www.1paramount.com/about/patents/
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